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	Premiere Elements for Windows (Visual QuickStart Guide), 9780321267900 (0321267907), Peachpit Press, 2004
Just because you don't work for a major production house and you don't plan to add Star Wars style special effects to your latest movie project doesn't mean you don't want to do interesting things with the video you've shot. Now, with Adobe's first consumer-level video editing software you can-and at $99, you won't spend an arm and a leg to do so! In these pages, veteran author Antony Bolante provides all the instruction you need to start editing video fast with Adobe Premiere Elements. Just as Photoshop Elements brought image manipulation to the masses, Premiere Elements brings video editing prowess to anybody who owns a digital video camera. Whether you're a student filmmaker, a video hobbyist, or a proud parent who wants to put together a snazzy film of your daughter's winning soccer season, Antony's simple step-by-step instructions and straightforward teaching style will have you capturing and importing video, creating transitions and titles, and outputting the final product with Premier Elements in no time.
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Cloud Computing: Principles and ParadigmsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Cloud computing has recently emerged as one of the buzzwords in the ICT
	industry. Numerous IT vendors are promising to offer computation, storage,
	and application hosting services and to provide coverage in several continents,
	offering service-level agreements (SLA)-backed performance and uptime promises
	for their services. While...


		

Principles of Information SecurityCourse Technology PTR, 2011


	As global networks expand the interconnection of the world’s information systems, the

	smooth operation of communication and computing solutions becomes vital. However,

	recurring events such as virus and worm attacks and the success of criminal attackers illustrate

	the weaknesses in current information technologies and the...

		

Analog-Baseband Architectures and Circuits: for Multistandard and Low-Voltage Wireless TransceiversSpringer, 2007
Analog-Baseband Architectures and Circuits reviews the fundamentals and studies the state-of-the-art multistandard transceivers before describing novel architectural and circuit techniques for implementing multimode and wideband (tens of MHz) baseband analog front-ends under low-voltage constraints. Techniques developed on architecture...




	

Introduction to Metadata: Revised EditionGetty Publications, 2008
Praise for the First Edition:
 
"An excellent starting point for information professionals to gain a basic understanding of fundamental concepts, then move ahead with a guided path for further research and study." --Art Documentation
     
Metadata, literally "data about data," provides a means of indexing,...

		

Hidden Markov Models for Time Series: An Introduction Using R (Chapman & Hall/CRC Monographs on Statistics & Applied Probability)CRC Press, 2009

	
		Reveals How HMMs Can Be Used as General-Purpose Time Series Models

	
		Implements all methods in R

		Hidden Markov Models for Time Series: An Introduction Using R applies hidden Markov models (HMMs) to a wide range of time series types, from continuous-valued, circular, and...



		

Foundations of Bilevel Programming (Nonconvex Optimization and Its Applications)Springer, 2002

	Bilevel programming problems are hierarchical optimization problems where the constraints of one problem (the so-called upper level problem) are defined in part by a second parametric optimization problem (the lower level problem). If the lower level problem has a unique optimal solution for all parameter values, this problem is equivalent to...
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